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If you're here, it means you have opened the box
and downloaded the mCubed Tracker app.

Welcome!

fresh out of the box

What to do after you open the box
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COLLARS ON CATS

WATER RESISTANT

INTERNET CONNECTION

If you choose to wear a tracker
on your cat, you need to be very
careful about the type of collar
they are wearing. They need to
be wearing cat appropriate
collars, made to release in case
they are tangled. They are
available in pet stores.

The tracker is water
resistant*. After a walk in
the rain or a probable dip in
a puddle, rinse the tracker
with clean water and dry it
well. We do not recommend
swimming in the sea while
wearing the tracker because
sea water is very corrosive.
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things to keep in mind
a few very important notes

01

2

*the tracker is water resistant, not water proof. It is best to avoid water as much as possible,
especially sea water. Possible water damage is not covered by the warranty.

You need to be connected to
the internet in order to operate
the device and app properly.
You can be connected to wi-fi
or use mobile data.
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Add your info and your pet's.

You will fing the ID at the back
of the device.

Click "submit" to complete the
process.

Log in to the app using your email
address and a password

By clicking the pencil icon and
then "+" you can input the
device and your pet's details
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LOG IN

NEW DEVICE

INFO

first  steps
Step by step instructions for using the companion app
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Choose the intervals by which
the device data will be
refreshed in normal mode.
This number is in minutes.
ATTENTION: The interval
must be between 10 and 120
minutes. If you input a
number smaller than 10 you
will not be able to submit the
form.

add device
What info you will need

Interval

Reset
Reset the form to the
original state.

Submit
Click after you have
inputed the info and you
want to complete the
process.

ID
Input here the code at the
back of the device. It's
unique to every device.
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Daily activity goal
Input here the total minutes
you want your pet to spend
excercising each day.

Pet type
Choose whether your pet is
a cat or a dog.
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Inside the box you will find a
charging cable. Its is magnetic,
so you only need to touch it to the
metal end of the device, it will
click into place and the charging
cycle will start.
Charge the device for at least 30
minutes before using it.

The device has been designed to
get a signal when it detects
movement. After you have added
to the app by following the steps
provided, put it n your pet's
collar and go for a walk!
The device might need up to 15
minutes to get a location for the
first time, so be patient and
enjoy your walk.

almost ready!
What to do after you have added the device to the app
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Just two simple steps left to start using your GPS tracker!

CHARGE

WALK
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main screen
What can you see on the main screen

Device info

Battery

You can see which device's data
you see and the main information
of the pet wearing it. If you have
more than one device added you
can toggle through them by
swiping.

See how much battery
you have left

Network coverage
See the network coverage
percentage at any given
moment. This concerns
the mobile carrier to
whom the device is
connected at that
moment.

Options
More options
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Off button
With this button you can turn off
the device. ATTENTION: The device
needs to appear active in the “My
Devices” field.

In order to turn it back on, you need
to press the non visible button on
the device (see page 14).

Navigation arrow
Navigate through all
your connected devices



main screen
What can you see on the main screen

Pet's location
Preview of your pet's
location. Tap it to go to
full map view.

Explore/Live Mode
Turn on and off the
Explore Mode and the
Live Mode. See page 10.
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main screen
What can you see on the main screen

Calendar

RefreshEdit

You can keep notes and
appointment for you pet
and their needs

Refresh the data on the
main screen

Go to the device
settings

Daily activity
You can see
information about your
pet's daily activity, such
as the kilometers they
have walked
(see page 11).
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Location history
See page 13.

Geofence
See page 10.



maps
What you can see on the map

Map view

Main screen

Settings

Choose the map theme
you prefer 

Go to the main creen

Go to device settings

Your pet
This is the location of
your pet on the map. By
tapping it you can see
more info about them
and the device
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explore/live mode
What is it and how it works
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Explore mode: location is refreshed once every
minute. You can turn this mode on and off from
the toggle on the man screen.

We suggest you enable this mode when your pet is
outside without supervision, or you're on a walk.
Don't forget to disable it once your pet is back
under your supervision or at home, so that the
battery lasts longer.

Live mode: location is refreshed  every 10
seconds. You can turn this mode on and off
from the toggle on the man screen.

Enable this mode during emergencies, such as if
your pet has run away.

What is it?



Edit your pet’s daily
excercise goal

Edit goal

Activity
What is it and how it works
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Tap the play button when you
are about to go on a walk to
record the distance and
calories burnt. Please note
that if your pet is a cat,
calories cannot be recorded.

Start walk

See what percentage of
your daily and monthly
goals you have achieved at
any given moment.

Goals achieved

See how many days in a row
you have achieved your goal.

Streak

See your total weekly
excercise stats.

Weekly breakdown

See your daily weekly
excercise stats, and toggle
through past days.

Daily breakdown



Pause the ongoing
activity.

Resume the paused
activity.

See the duration, total
distance and average
pace of your activity
and the calories burnt.

Pause

Resume

Results

Activity
What is it and how it works
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Stop the ongoing
activity.

See the duration,
distance and
average pace during
your activity and the
calories burnt.

Finish the activity
and return to activity
overview  screen.

Stop

Data

Finished

Ongoing activity

Activity paused

Activity stopped



Tap the icon with the fence
to turn it on or off.

On/Off

Slide to adjust the fence.
The counter is in meters.

Step 2: Adjust
perimeter

Click on the floppy disk
icon to save the
geofence you created.

Step 3: Save

Geofence or virtual fence
What is it and how it works
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Tap the icon with the pencil
to eidt your fence.

Edit fence

Tap the map where you
want the center of the
fence to be.

Step 1: Choose
starting point



By tapping this button
you can choose how
you want the map to
look.

Look of map

Location history
What is it and how it works
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Choose a point you
want to delete and then
tap this button.

Delete point

Tap this button and the
calendar will appear. On
the calendar, you can
choose the dates for
which you want to view
the location history.

Choose dates

Different map looks



P-BOX smol and broad
What the three different lights mean and how to

use the on/off switch
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ATTENTION: the lights and the switch are only on the
devices pictured below

The P - BOX device has a non-visible switch to turn it on and off,
on the front and center. By pushing on this spot you will feel the
"click" of a button. If the three lights are blinking, then the device
is on. To turn the device on, you keep the button pressed for 2".
To turn the device off you keep the button pressed for 11". You
can also turn the device off through the app (see page 6).

Red: It shows the battery level. When it is slowly blinking, then
the device is functioning normally, but when it is blinking rapidly
it means the battery is low. When the device is connected to the
charger and it is charging, then the red light is steadily on. When
charginf is complete, the light is slowly blinking.

Yellow: It shows the mobile signal of the device. When it is
blinking slowly, the device is functioning normally and is
connected. When the light is blinking rapidly, the device has no
signal.

Blue: It shows the GPS location. When it is blinking slowly, the
device has received the location data. When the light is blinking
fast, the device hasn't received location data.

ON/OFF switch

The lights



On the P-BOX product line, the battery can't be taken off the device.
Charging is done through a magnetic cable that is provided.

On P-LITE product, the battery can be taken off the device through the
inside pocket on the collar, and can be charged with a USB cable.

Note that the magnetic cable and the USB cable should be connected to  a
computer or laptop and not to any wall charger.
If you insist on using a wall charger then you should use one that is5v
500mA.

safe battery use
Dos and Donts for battery powered devices

Charging
When the battery level is low you will be notified, and you can check it
anytime on the main screen. The charging cycle lasts 60-90 minutes. It ill
start and stop automatically once you have connected the cable to an
energy source.
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safe battery use
Dos and Donts for battery powered devices

Check the batteries for faults
With time, batteriew may deteriorate. If the outer sleeve is damaged don;t use the battery.
It might be dangerous, and it must be replaced. Check the outside of the battery to make
sure it's not dented or perforated.

Safe storage of batteries
The best you can do is store the batteries in a plastic container when not in use. Most
battery explosions happen due to unsafe storage conditions. Avoid direct sunlight and
exposure to flammable materials. DO NOT leave the batteries inside bags or drawers
without protection. Any contact with other metals can be dangerous.

Change the batteries safely
It is of the outmost importance to change the batteries carefully, as many battery
explosions happen during changing. Only use the appropriate charger for your batteries.
Usage of any other charger can overcharge and/or overheat your battery. You also need to
make sure that you're not overheating the battery even when using the appropriate
charger. To aoid explosion, remove the battery from the charger right after it has been
fully charged. Even undercharged batteries can prove dangerous, so make sure that the
battery is sufficiently charged (not overcharged), before putting back to the device. During
charging, the device must be supervised. Do not charge during the night. make sure that
any object that might catch fire is away from the battery during charging. It is
recommended that you charge the battery on a clean and flat surface.

Insert the batteries safely
Before you put the battery in the device make sure that you are following the instructions
provided. If the batteries seem to be faulty they need to be replaced. They also need to be
replaced in case they get wet.

Do not stack the batteries.
Avoid high temperatures
The batteries can withstand high and low temperatures, but you should not test their
limits. High temperatures tire the batteries faster. Low temperatures lower the batteries'
capacity. Store in a cool and dry place, away from direct sunlight and don't leave them in
places such as the glove compartment of a car where the temperature can be high. If you
reside on a location that has high temperatures often, you miht need to consider storing
them in an insulated case.

DO NOT SHORT-CIRCUIT.
Short-circuits can cause fire injuries.

Recycle the old batteries.
When you replace old batteries, always recycle instead of throwing away.  alithium battery
can easily short-circuit in a garbage bin, which is dangerous. Also, recycling batteries is
better for the environment. Look for battery recycling locations and follow the safety
instructions.
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